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Software Engineering
For one-semester courses in software engineering. Introduces software
engineering techniques for developing software products and apps With
Engineering Software Products, author Ian Sommerville takes a unique approach to
teaching software engineering and focuses on the type of software products and
apps that are familiar to students, rather than focusing on project-based
techniques. Written in an informal style, this book focuses on software engineering
techniques that are relevant for software product engineering. Topics covered
include personas and scenarios, cloud-based software, microservices, security and
privacy and DevOps. The text is designed for students taking their first course in
software engineering with experience in programming using a modern
programming language such as Java, Python or Ruby.

Software Requirements Engineering
As requirements engineering continues to be recognized as the key to on-time and
on-budget delivery of software and systems projects, many engineering programs
have made requirements engineering mandatory in their curriculum. In addition,
the wealth of new software tools that have recently emerged is empowering
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practicing engineers to improve their requirements engineering habits. However,
these tools are not easy to use without appropriate training. Filling this need,
Requirements Engineering for Software and Systems, Second Edition has been
vastly updated and expanded to include about 30 percent new material. In addition
to new exercises and updated references in every chapter, this edition updates all
chapters with the latest applied research and industry practices. It also presents
new material derived from the experiences of professors who have used the text in
their classrooms. Improvements to this edition include: An expanded introductory
chapter with extensive discussions on requirements analysis, agreement, and
consolidation An expanded chapter on requirements engineering for Agile
methodologies An expanded chapter on formal methods with new examples An
expanded section on requirements traceability An updated and expanded section
on requirements engineering tools New exercises including ones suitable for
research projects Following in the footsteps of its bestselling predecessor, the text
illustrates key ideas associated with requirements engineering using extensive
case studies and three common example systems: an airline baggage handling
system, a point-of-sale system for a large pet store chain, and a system for a smart
home. This edition also includes an example of a wet well pumping system for a
wastewater treatment station. With a focus on software-intensive systems, but
highly applicable to non-software systems, this text provides a probing and
comprehensive review of recent developments in requirements engineering in high
integrity systems.
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Engineering and Managing Software Requirements
Social Cognition brings together diverse and timely writings that highlight cuttingedge research and theories on the development of social cognition and social
behavior across species and the life span. The volume is organized according to
two central themes that address issues of continuity and change both at the
phylogenetic and the ontogenetic level. First, the book addresses to what extent
social cognitive abilities and behaviors are shared across species, versus abilities
and capacities that are uniquely human. Second, it covers to what extent social
cognitive abilities and behaviors are continuous across periods of development
within and across the life span, versus their change with age. This volume offers a
fresh perspective on social cognition and behavior, and shows the value of bringing
together different disciplines to illuminate our understanding of the origins,
mechanisms, functions, and development of the many capacities that have
evolved to facilitate and regulate a wide variety of behaviors fine-tuned to group
living.

Writing Effective Use Cases
A comprehensive reference manual to the Certified Software Quality Engineer Body
of Knowledge and study guide for the CSQE exam.
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Software Engineering
Requirements engineering is the process by which the requirements for software
systems are gathered, analyzed, documented, and managed throughout their
complete lifecycle. Traditionally it has been concerned with technical goals for,
functions of, and constraints on software systems. Aurum and Wohlin, however,
argue that it is no longer appropriate for software systems professionals to focus
only on functional and non-functional aspects of the intended system and to
somehow assume that organizational context and needs are outside their remit.
Instead, they call for a broader perspective in order to gain a better understanding
of the interdependencies between enterprise stakeholders, processes, and
software systems, which would in turn give rise to more appropriate techniques
and higher-quality systems. Following an introductory chapter that provides an
exploration of key issues in requirements engineering, the book is organized in
three parts. Part 1 presents surveys of state-of-the art requirements engineering
process research along with critical assessments of existing models, frameworks
and techniques. Part 2 addresses key areas in requirements engineering, such as
market-driven requirements engineering, goal modeling, requirements ambiguity,
and others. Part 3 concludes the book with articles that present empirical evidence
and experiences from practices in industrial projects. Its broader perspective gives
this book its distinct appeal and makes it of interest to both researchers and
practitioners, not only in software engineering but also in other disciplines such as
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business process engineering and management science.

Beginning Software Engineering
Today, software engineers need to know not only how to program effectively but
also how to develop proper engineering practices to make their codebase
sustainable and healthy. This book emphasizes this difference between
programming and software engineering. How can software engineers manage a
living codebase that evolves and responds to changing requirements and demands
over the length of its life? Based on their experience at Google, software engineers
Titus Winters and Hyrum Wright, along with technical writer Tom Manshreck,
present a candid and insightful look at how some of the world’s leading
practitioners construct and maintain software. This book covers Google’s unique
engineering culture, processes, and tools and how these aspects contribute to the
effectiveness of an engineering organization. You’ll explore three fundamental
principles that software organizations should keep in mind when designing,
architecting, writing, and maintaining code: How time affects the sustainability of
software and how to make your code resilient over time How scale affects the
viability of software practices within an engineering organization What trade-offs a
typical engineer needs to make when evaluating design and development
decisions
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Medical Genetics at a Glance
This topical book transforms the analysis of housing problems into a lively,
interesting and contentious subject of social scientific study, addressing themes of
residential experience, inclusion/empowerment, sustainability and
professionalism/managerialism, which lie at the heart of the housing and social
policy debate. Each chapter considers a specific social category - such as class,
gender, or disability - and evaluates the experience and understanding of housing
and social policy under this category. With innovative approaches to
conceptualising housing and a clear, defined structure, Housing and Social Policy
encourages students and practitioners in both arenas to think reflexively about
housing as a central instrument of social policy and social experience.

Humans and Lions
The Essentials of Modern Software Engineering
Medical Genetics at a Glance covers the core scientificprinciples necessary for an
understanding of medical genetics andits clinical applications, while also
considering the socialimplications of genetic disorders. This third edition has been
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fully updated to include the latestdevelopments in the field, covering the most
common geneticanomalies, their diagnosis and management, in clear, concise
andrevision-friendly sections to complement any health sciencecourse. Medical
Genetics at a Glance now has a completely revisedstructure, to make its content
even more accessible. Other featuresinclude: • Three new chapters on Gene
Identification, The Biologyof Cancer, and Genomic Approaches to Cancer • A much
extended treatment of BiochemicalGenetics • A completely revised chapter on The
Cell Cycle,explaining principles of biochemistry and genetics which arefundamental
to understanding cancer causation • Two new chapters on Cardiac
DevelopmentalPathology • An extended Case Studies section Providing a broad
understanding of one of the most rapidlyprogressing topics in medicine, Medical
Genetics at a Glanceis perfect for students of medicine, molecular biology,
geneticsand genetic counselling, and is a previous winner of a BMAAward.

Software for Dependable Systems
A complete introduction to building robust and reliable software Beginning
Software Engineering demystifies the software engineering methodologies and
techniques that professional developers use to design and build robust, efficient,
and consistently reliable software. Free of jargon and assuming no previous
programming, development, or management experience, this accessible guide
explains important concepts and techniques that can be applied to any
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programming language. Each chapter ends with exercises that let you test your
understanding and help you elaborate on the chapter's main concepts. Everything
you need to understand waterfall, Sashimi, agile, RAD, Scrum, Kanban, Extreme
Programming, and many other development models is inside! Describes in plain
English what software engineering is Explains the roles and responsibilities of team
members working on a software engineering project Outlines key phases that any
software engineering effort must handle to produce applications that are powerful
and dependable Details the most popular software development methodologies
and explains the different ways they handle critical development tasks
Incorporates exercises that expand upon each chapter's main ideas Includes an
extensive glossary of software engineering terms

Foundations for Designing User-Centered Systems
Provides an introduction to the object modeling approach and instructs users,
especially C++++, VB, and Java programmers, on the uses and notations of UML,
focusing on user requirements, analysis, and definition. Original. (Intermediate)

Requirements Engineering for Software and Systems, Second
Edition
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This book places lion conservation and the relationship between people and lions
both in historical context and in the context of the contemporary politics of
conservation in Africa. The killing of Cecil the Lion in July 2015 brought such issues
to the public’s attention. Were lions threatened in the wild and what was the best
form of conservation? How best can lions be saved from extinction in the wild in
Africa amid rural poverty, precarious livelihoods for local communities and an
expanding human population? This book traces man’s relationship with lions
through history, from hominids, to the Romans, through colonial occupation and
independence, to the present day. It concludes with an examination of the current
crisis of conservation and the conflict between Western animal welfare concepts
and sustainable development, thrown into sharp focus by the killing of Cecil the
lion. Through this historical account, Keith Somerville provides a coherent,
evidence-based assessment of current human-lion relations, providing context to
the present situation. This book will be of interest to students and scholars of
environmental and African history, wildlife conservation, environmental
management and political ecology, as well as the general reader.

A Whole New Engineer: The Coming Revolution in Engineering
Education
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website
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access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book.
Intended for introductory and advanced courses in software engineering. The ninth
edition of Software Engineering presents a broad perspective of software
engineering, focusing on the processes and techniques fundamental to the
creation of reliable, software systems. Increased coverage of agile methods and
software reuse, along with coverage of 'traditional' plan-driven software
engineering, gives readers the most up-to-date view of the field currently
available. Practical case studies, a full set of easy-to-access supplements, and
extensive web resources make teaching the course easier than ever. The book is
now structured into four parts: 1: Introduction to Software Engineering 2:
Dependability and Security 3: Advanced Software Engineering 4: Software
Engineering Management

Engineering Software as a Service
Software Engineering: A Hands-On Approach
The British countryside is a national institution; most people aspire to live there,
many people use it for leisure and recreation and we can all watch rural life played
out on our television screen, read about it in novels or consume its imagery in art
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and cinematography. The aim of this book is to explore the way that these
aspirations and perceptions influence the way that the term "rural" is interpreted
across different academic disciplines. Definitions of rural are not exact, leaving
room for these interpretations to have a significant impact on the meanings
conveyed in different areas of research and across different economic, social and
spatial contexts. In this book contributors present research across a range of
subjects allowing critical reflections upon their personal and disciplinary
interpretations of "rural". This resulting volume is a collection of diverse chapters
that gives an emergent sense of how the notion of "rural" changes and blurs as the
disciplinary lens is adjusted. In drawing together these strands, it becomes clear
that human relations with rural space morph materiality into highly complex
representations wherein both disadvantage and social exclusion persist within a
rurality that is also commodified, consumed and cherished.

INST UML PROG,
The Requirements Engineering Handbook
Software Engineering
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"This book provides the research and instruction used to develop and implement
software quickly, in small iteration cycles, and in close cooperation with the
customer in an adaptive way, making it possible to react to changes set by the
constant changing business environment. It presents four values explaining
extreme programming (XP), the most widely adopted agile methodology"--Provided
by publisher.

Prolog Techniques
Clinical Engineering is intended for professionals and students in the clinical
engineering field who need to successfully deploy medical technologies. The book
provides a broad reference to the core elements of the subject and draws from the
expertise of a range of experienced authors. In addition to engineering skills,
clinical engineers must be able to work with patients and with a range of
professional staff, including technicians and clinicians, and with equipment
manufacturers. They have to keep up-to-date with fast-moving scientific and
medical research in the field and be able to develop laboratory, design, workshop,
and management skills. This book is the ideal companion in such studies, covering
fundamentals such as IT and software engineering as well as topics in
rehabilitation and assistive technology. Provides engineers in core medical
disciplines and related fields with the skills and knowledge to successfully
collaborate to in developing medical devices to approved procedures and
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standards Covers US and EU standards (FDA and MDD, respectively, plus related
ISO requirements), the de facto international standards, and is backed up by reallife clinical examples, case studies, and separate tutorials for training and class use
The first comprehensive and practical guide for engineers working in a clinical
environment

Clinical Engineering
This work has been updated to include chapters on Web engineering and
component-based software engineering. It provides a greater emphasis on UML, indepth coverage of testing and metrics for object-orientated systems and discussion
about management and tehcnical topics in software engineering.

Software Engineering at Google
Gathering customer requirements is a key activity for developing software that
meets the customer's needs. A concise and practical overview of everything a
requirement's analyst needs to know about establishing customer requirements,
this first-of-its-kind book is the perfect desk guide for systems or software
development work. The book enables professionals to identify the real customer
requirements for their projects and control changes and additions to these
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requirements. This unique resource helps practitioners understand the importance
of requirements, leverage effective requirements practices, and better utilize
resources. The book also explains how to strengthen interpersonal relationships
and communications which are major contributors to project effectiveness.
Moreover, analysts find clear examples and checklists to help them implement
best practices.

Fundamentals of Software Engineering
Software Engineering
For courses in computer science and software engineering The Fundamental
Practice of Software Engineering Software Engineering introduces readers to the
overwhelmingly important subject of software programming and development. In
the past few years, computer systems have come to dominate not just our
technological growth, but the foundations of our world's major industries. This text
seeks to lay out the fundamental concepts of this huge and continually growing
subject area in a clear and comprehensive manner. The Tenth Edition contains new
information that highlights various technological updates of recent years, providing
readers with highly relevant and current information. Sommerville's experience in
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system dependability and systems engineering guides the text through a
traditional plan-based approach that incorporates some novel agile methods. The
text strives to teach the innovators of tomorrow how to create software that will
make our world a better, safer, and more advanced place to live.

The Certified Software Quality Engineer Handbook
This textbook provides a progressive approach to the teaching of software
engineering. First, readers are introduced to the core concepts of the objectoriented methodology, which is used throughout the book to act as the foundation
for software engineering and programming practices, and partly for the software
engineering process itself. Then, the processes involved in software engineering
are explained in more detail, especially methods and their applications in design,
implementation, testing, and measurement, as they relate to software engineering
projects. At last, readers are given the chance to practice these concepts by
applying commonly used skills and tasks to a hands-on project. The impact of such
a format is the potential for quicker and deeper understanding. Readers will master
concepts and skills at the most basic levels before continuing to expand on and
apply these lessons in later chapters.

Agile Software Development Quality Assurance
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Computer systems can only deliver benefits if functionality, users and usability are
central to their design and deployment. This book encapsulates work done in the
DIRC project (Interdisciplinary Research Collaboration in Dependability), bringing
together a range of disciplinary approaches - computer science, sociology and
software engineering - to produce a socio-technical systems perspective on the
issues surrounding trust in technology in complex settings.

Engineering Software Products
Foundations for Designing User-Centered Systems introduces the fundamental
human capabilities and characteristics that influence how people use interactive
technologies. Organized into four main areas—anthropometrics, behaviour,
cognition and social factors—it covers basic research and considers the practical
implications of that research on system design. Applying what you learn from this
book will help you to design interactive systems that are more usable, more useful
and more effective. The authors have deliberately developed Foundations for
Designing User-Centered Systems to appeal to system designers and developers,
as well as to students who are taking courses in system design and HCI. The book
reflects the authors’ backgrounds in computer science, cognitive science,
psychology and human factors. The material in the book is based on their
collective experience which adds up to almost 90 years of working in academia
and both with, and within, industry; covering domains that include aviation,
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consumer Internet, defense, eCommerce, enterprise system design, health care,
and industrial process control.

Social Cognition
Introduction to tutorial: software requirements engineering; Introductions, issues
and terminology; System and software systems engineering; Software
requirements analysis and specifications; Software requirements methodologies
and tools; Requirements and quality management; Software system engineering
process models; Appendix; Author's biographies. \t.

Trust in Technology: A Socio-Technical Perspective
This guide will help readers learn how to employ the significant power of use cases
to their software development efforts. It provides a practical methodology,
presenting key use case concepts.

Software Engineering
Our new Indian original book on software engineering covers conventional as well
as current methodologies of software development to explain core concepts, with a
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number of case studies and worked-out examples interspersed among the
chapters. Current industry practices followed in development, such as computer
aided software engineering, have also been included, as are important topics like
‘Widget based GUI' and ‘Windows Management System'. The book also has
coverage on interdisciplinary topics in software engineering that will be useful for
software professionals, such as ‘quality management', ‘project management',
‘metrics' and ‘quality standards'. Features Covers both function oriented as well as
object oriented (OO) approach Emphasis on emerging areas such as ‘Web
engineering’, ‘software maintenance’ and ‘component based software engineering’
A number of line diagrams and examples Case Studies on the ATM system and milk
dispenser Includes multiple-choice, objective-type questions and frequently asked
questions with answers.

Object-oriented Data Structures Using Java
Extensively class-tested, this textbook takes an innovative approach to software
testing: it defines testing as the process of applying a few well-defined, generalpurpose test criteria to a structure or model of the software. It incorporates the
latest innovations in testing, including techniques to test modern types of software
such as OO, web applications, and embedded software. The book contains
numerous examples throughout. An instructor's solution manual, PowerPoint
slides, sample syllabi, additional examples and updates, testing tools for students,
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and example software programs in Java are available on an extensive website.

Software Engineering
A Revolution Is Coming. It Isn't What You Think.This book tells the improbable
stories of Franklin W. Olin College of Engineering, a small startup in Needham,
Massachusetts, with aspirations to be a beacon to engineering education
everywhere, and the iFoundry incubator at the University of Illinois, an unfunded
pilot program with aspirations to change engineering at a large public university
that wasn't particularly interested in changing. That either one survived is story
enough, but what they found out together changes the course of education
transformation forever: - How joy, trust, openness, and connec- tion are the keys to
unleashing young, courageous engineers.- How engineers educated in narrow
technical terms with a fixed mindset need an education that actively engages six
minds-analytical, design, people, linguistic, body, and mindful- using a growth
mindset.- How emotion and culture are the crucial elements of change, not
content, curriculum, and pedagogy.- How four technologies of trust are well
established and widely available to promote more rapid academic change.- How all
stakeholders can join together in a movement of open innovation to accelerate
collaborative disruption of the status quo.Read this book and get a glimpse inside
the coming revolution in engineering. Feel the engaging stories in this book and
understand the depth of change that is coming. Use this book to help select,
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shape, demand, and create educational experiences aligned with the creative
imperative of the twenty-first century.

Software Engineering for Large Software Systems
A one-semester college course in software engineering focusing on cloud
computing, software as a service (SaaS), and Agile development using Extreme
Programming (XP). This book is neither a step-by-step tutorial nor a reference
book. Instead, our goal is to bring a diverse set of software engineering topics
together into a single narrative, help readers understand the most important ideas
through concrete examples and a learn-by-doing approach, and teach readers
enough about each topic to get them started in the field. Courseware for doing the
work in the book is available as a virtual machine image that can be downloaded or
deployed in the cloud. A free MOOC (massively open online course) at saasclass.org follows the book's content and adds programming assignments and
quizzes. See http: //saasbook.info for details.

Essentials of Software Engineering
These proceedings include tutorials and papers presented at the Sixth CSR Confer
ence on the topic of Large Software Systems. The aim of the Conference was to
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identify solutions to the problems of developing and maintaining large software
systems, based on approaches which are currently being undertaken by software
practitioners. These proceedings are intended to make these solutions more widely
available to the software industry. The papers from software practitioners describe:
• important working systems, highlighting their problems and successes; •
techniques for large system development and maintenance, including project
management, quality management, incremental delivery, system security, in
dependent V & V, and reverse engineering. In addition, academic and industrial
researchers discuss the practical impact of current research in formal methods,
object-oriented design and advanced environ ments. The keynote paper is
provided by Professor Brian Warboys of ICL and the University of Manchester, who
masterminded the development of the ICL VME Operating System, and the
production of the first database-driven software en gineering environment
(CADES). The proceedings commence with reports of the two tutorial sessions
which preceded the conference: • Professor Keith Bennett of the Centre for
Software Maintenance at Durham University on Software Maintenance; • Professor
John McDermid of the University of York on Systems Engineering Environments for
High Integrity Systems. The remaining papers deal with reports on existing
systems (starting with Professor Warboys' keynote paper), approaches to large
systems development, methods for large systems maintenance and the expected
impact of current research.
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Introduction to Software Testing
This custom edition is published for the University of Southern Queensland.

Housing and Social Policy
Requirements Engineering and Management for Software Development Projects
presents a complete guide on requirements for software development including
engineering, computer science and management activities. It is the first book to
cover all aspects of requirements management in software development projects.
This book introduces the understanding of the requirements, elicitation and
gathering, requirements analysis, verification and validation of the requirements,
establishment of requirements, different methodologies in brief, requirements
traceability and change management among other topics. The best practices,
pitfalls, and metrics used for efficient software requirements management are also
covered. Intended for the professional market, including software engineers,
programmers, designers and researchers, this book is also suitable for advancedlevel students in computer science or engineering courses as a textbook or
reference.

Interpreting Rurality
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The first course in software engineering is the most critical. Education must start
from an understanding of the heart of software development, from familiar ground
that is common to all software development endeavors. This book is an in-depth
introduction to software engineering that uses a systematic, universal kernel to
teach the essential elements of all software engineering methods. This kernel,
Essence, is a vocabulary for defining methods and practices. Essence was
envisioned and originally created by Ivar Jacobson and his colleagues, developed
by Software Engineering Method and Theory (SEMAT) and approved by The Object
Management Group (OMG) as a standard in 2014. Essence is a practiceindependent framework for thinking and reasoning about the practices we have
and the practices we need. Essence establishes a shared and standard
understanding of what is at the heart of software development. Essence is agnostic
to any particular method, lifecycle independent, programming language
independent, concise, scalable, extensible, and formally specified. Essence frees
the practices from their method prisons. The first part of the book describes
Essence, the essential elements to work with, the essential things to do and the
essential competencies you need when developing software. The other three parts
describe more and more advanced use cases of Essence. Using real but
manageable examples, it covers the fundamentals of Essence and the innovative
use of serious games to support software engineering. It also explains how current
practices such as user stories, use cases, Scrum, and micro-services can be
described using Essence, and illustrates how their activities can be represented
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using the Essence notions of cards and checklists. The fourth part of the book
offers a vision how Essence can be scaled to support large, complex systems
engineering. Essence is supported by an ecosystem developed and maintained by
a community of experienced people worldwide. From this ecosystem, professors
and students can select what they need and create their own way of working, thus
learning how to create ONE way of working that matches the particular situation
and needs.

REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING: A GOOD PRACTICE GUIDE
Market_Desc: Software Designers/Developers and Systems Analysts,
Managers/Engineers of Organizational Process Improvement Programmers. Special
Features: · Reputable and authoritative authors.· Written in a clear and easy to
read format, packed full of jargon-free and unthreatening advice.· Structured as
FAQs (questions and answers) - an ideal format for busy practitioners.· Cover
quotes from leading software gurus. About The Book: Requirements Engineering is
a new term for an old problem, in the past known as Systems Analysis (and also
Knowledge Elicitation). Requirements constitute the earliest phase of the software
development cycle. Requirements are precise statements that reflect the needs of
customers and users of an intended computer system, e.g. a word processor must
include a spell-checker, security access is to be given to authorized personnel only,
updates to customer information must be made every 10 seconds.Requirements
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engineering is being recognized as increasingly important - no other aspect of
software engineering has enjoyed as much growth in recent years. More and more
organizations are either improving their requirements engineering process or
thinking about doing so.

Software Engineering
Essentials of Software Engineering, Second Edition is a comprehensive, yet concise
introduction to the core fundamental topics and methodologies of software
development. Ideal for new students or seasoned professionals looking for a new
career in the area of software engineering, this text presents the complete life
cycle of a software system, from inception to release and through support. The
authors have broken the text into six distinct sections covering programming
concepts, system analysis and design, principles of software engineering,
development and support processes, methodologies, and product management.
Presenting topics emphasized by the IEEE Computer Society sponsored Software
Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) and by the Software Engineering 2004
Curriculum Guidelines for Undergraduate Degree Programs in Software
Engineering, the second edition of Essentials of Software Engineering is an
exceptional text for those entering the exciting world of software development.
New topics of the Second Edition include: Process definition and communications
added in Chapter 4 Requirements traceability added in Chapter 6 Further design
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concerns, such as impedance mismatch in Chapter 7 Law of Demeter in Chapter 8
Measuring project properties and GQM in Chapter 13 Security and software
engineering in a new Chapter 14

Introduction to Software Engineering (Custom Edition)
Data Structures in Java is a continuation of Nell Dale's best-selling Introduction to
Java and Software Design text. Data Structures is designed for students who have
already taken one semester of computer science and are able to take a problem of
medium complexity, write an algorithm to solve the problem, code the algorithm in
a programming language, and demonstrate the correctness of their solution. The
focus is on teaching computer science principles with chapter concepts being
reinforced by case studies. The object-oriented concepts of encapsulation,
inheritance, and polymorphism are covered, while the book remains centered on
abstract data types.

Requirements Engineering and Management for Software
Development Projects
The focus of Software for Dependable Systems is a set of fundamental principles
that underlie software system dependability and that suggest a different approach
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to the development and assessment of dependable software. Unfortunately, it is
difficult to assess the dependability of software. The field of software engineering
suffers from a pervasive lack of evidence about the incidence and severity of
software failures; about the dependability of existing software systems; about the
efficacy of existing and proposed development methods; about the benefits of
certification schemes; and so on. There are many anecdotal reports, whichalthough often useful for indicating areas of concern or highlighting promising
avenues of research-do little to establish a sound and complete basis for making
policy decisions regarding dependability. The committee regards claims of
extraordinary dependability that are sometimes made on this basis for the most
critical of systems as unsubstantiated, and perhaps irresponsible. This difficulty
regarding the lack of evidence for system dependability leads to two conclusions:
(1) that better evidence is needed, so that approaches aimed at improving the
dependability of software can be objectively assessed, and (2) that, for now, the
pursuit of dependability in software systems should focus on the construction and
evaluation of evidence. The committee also recognized the importance of adopting
the practices that are already known and used by the best developers; this report
gives a sample of such practices. Some of these (such as systematic configuration
management and automated regression testing) are relatively easy to adopt;
others (such as constructing hazard analyses and threat models, exploiting formal
notations when appropriate, and applying static analysis to code) will require new
training for many developers. However valuable, though, these practices are in
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themselves no silver bullet, and new techniques and methods will be required in
order to build future software systems to the level of dependability that will be
required.
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